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Abstract
For modeling multivariate financial time series we propose a single factor copula model
together with stochastic volatility margins. This model generalizes single factor models
relying on the multivariate normal distribution and allows for symmetric and asymmetric
tail dependence. We develop joint Bayesian inference using Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
(HMC) within Gibbs sampling. Thus we avoid information loss caused by the two-step
approach for margins and dependence in copula models as followed by Schamberger et al
(2017). Further, the Bayesian approach allows for high dimensional parameter spaces as
they are present here in addition to uncertainty quantification through credible intervals.
By allowing for indicators for different copula families the copula families are selected
automatically in the Bayesian framework. In a first simulation study the performance
of HMC is compared to the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach developed
by Schamberger et al (2017) for the copula part. It is shown that HMC considerably
outperforms this approach in terms of effective sample size, MSE and observed coverage
probabilities. In a second simulation study satisfactory performance is seen for the full
HMC within Gibbs procedure. The approach is illustrated for a portfolio of financial
assets with respect to one-day ahead value at risk forecasts. We provide comparison to a
two-step estimation procedure of the proposed model and to relevant benchmark models:
a model with dynamic linear models for the margins and a single factor copula for the
dependence proposed by Schamberger et al (2017) and a multivariate factor stochastic
volatility model proposed by Kastner et al (2017). Our proposed approach shows superior
performance.
Keywords: factor copula, stochastic volatility model, Hamiltonian Monte Carlo, value at
risk
1 Introduction
Multivariate time series models are employed to model the joint behaviour of stocks. It is
important to understand the dependence among these financial assets since it has high influence
on the performance and the risk associated with a corresponding portfolio (Embrechts et al
(2002), Donnelly and Embrechts (2010)). Vine copulas (Bedford and Cooke (2001), Aas et al
(2009)) have proven a useful tool to facilitate complex dependence structures (Nikoloulopoulos
et al (2012), Brechmann and Czado (2013), Aas (2016), Fink et al (2017), Nagler et al (2019)).
A vine copula model consists of d(d−1)2 pair copulas, where d is the number of assets. So the
number of parameters grows quadratically with d. Krupskii and Joe (2013) proposed the factor
copula model, where the number of parameters grows only linearly in d. This model can be
seen as a generalization of the Gaussian factor model. The factor copula model provides much
more flexibility, compared to the Gaussian one, as it is made up of different pair copulas that
can be chosen arbitrarily. Thus it covers a broad range of dependence structures that can
accommodate symmetric as well as asymmetric tail dependence.
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One way to construct multivariate time series models is to combine a univariate time series
model for the margins with a dependence model such as the factor copula. Univariate time series
models for financial data need to account for typical characteristics like time varying volatility
and volatility clustering. Popular examples of such models include generalized autoregressive
conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) models (Engle (1982), Bollerslev (1986)), the more
recently developed generalized autoregressive score (GAS) models (Creal et al (2013)) and
stochastic volatility (SV) models (Kim et al (1998)). Using the classification of Cox et al (1981)
GARCH and GAS models are observation driven models, whereas the SV model is a parameter
driven model. In observation driven models volatility is modeled deterministically through the
observed past and as such results cannot be transferred to other data sets following the same
data generating process. Inference for these observation driven models is often easier since
evaluation of the likelihood is straightforward. Inference for SV models is more involved since
likelihood evaluation requires high dimensional integration. But efficient MCMC algorithms
have been developed (Kastner and Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter (2014)). In the SV model volatility is
modeled as latent variables that follow an autoregressive process of order 1. This representation
has compared favorably to GARCH specifications in several data sets (Yu (2002), Chan and
Grant (2016)).
We propose a copula based SV model. The marginals follow a SV model and the dependence
is modeled through a single factor copula. In contrast to other factor SV models as proposed
by Han (2003) or Kastner et al (2017) we only allow for one factor and dependence parameters
remain constant. But we do not assume that conditional on the volatilities the observed data
is multivariate normal or Student t distributed. Here we provide more flexibility through the
choice of different pair copula families.
The single factor copula model has also been deployed by Schamberger et al (2017) who
use dynamic linear models (West and Harrison (2006)) as marginals and by Krupskii and Joe
(2013) who use GARCH models as marginals. As it is common in copula modeling, Schamberger
et al (2017) and Krupskii and Joe (2013) both use a two-step approach for estimation. They
first estimate marginal parameters and based on these estimates they infer the dependence
parameters. Tan et al (2018) provide full Bayesian inference for a single factor copula based
model, but their marginal models have only few parameters and the proposals for MCMC are
built using independence among components. However, for SV margins we need to estimate
all T log volatilities, where T denotes the length of the time series. Thus we have more than
T parameters to estimate per margin. These more sophisticated marginal models for financial
data are difficult to handle within a full Bayesian approach. We are able to overcome the two-
step approach commonly used in copula modeling and provide full Bayesian inference. For this
we develop and implement a Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) (Duane et al (1987), Neal et al
(2011)) within Gibbs sampler. In HMC information of the gradient of the log posterior density
is used to propose new states which leads to an efficient sampling procedure.
The main novel contributions of this paper are: joint Bayesian inference of a single fac-
tor copula model with SV margins using HMC, automated selection of linking copula families
and improved value at risk (VaR) forecasting over benchmark models in a financial applica-
tion. More precisely, we first demonstrate how HMC can be employed for the single factor
copula model and compare the HMC approach for the copula part to the MCMC approach of
Schamberger et al (2017) who use adaptive rejection Metropolis within Gibbs sampling (Gilks
et al (1995)). HMC shows superior performance in terms of effective sample size, MSE and
observed coverage probabilities. Further, the HMC scheme is integrated within a Gibbs ap-
proach that allows for full Bayesian inference of the proposed single factor copula based SV
model, including copula family selection. Copula families are modeled with discrete indicator
variables, which can be sampled directly from their full conditionals within our Gibbs approach.
Continuous parameters are updated with HMC. Within the Bayesian procedure, marginal and
dependence parameters are estimated jointly. We stress that the joint estimation of marginal
and dependence parameters is very demanding and is therefore most commonly avoided. In-
stead a two-step approach is used where the marginal parameters are considered fixed when
estimating dependence parameters, i.e. uncertainty in the marginal parameters is ignored. An
advantage of the full Bayesian approach is that this uncertainty is not ignored and full uncer-
tainty quantification is straightforward through credible intervals. We further demonstrate the
usefulness of the proposed single factor copula SV model with one-day ahead VaR prediction
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for financial data involving six stocks. Within our full Bayesian approach a VaR forecast is
obtained as an empirical quantile of simulations from the predictive distribution. In addition
we show that joint estimation leads to more accurate VaR forecasts than VaR forecasts obtained
from a two-step approach.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we discuss the single factor copula
model and the single factor copula SV model, respectively. Both sections follow a similar
structure. We first specify a Bayesian model, propose a Bayesian inference approach and
evaluate the performance of the approach with simulated data. In Section 4 the proposed
single factor copula SV model is applied to financial returns data. Section 5 concludes.
2 Bayesian inference for single factor copulas using the
HMC approach
Hamiltonian dynamics describe the time evolution of a physical system through differential
equations. In Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) the posterior density is connected to the en-
ergy function of a physical system. This makes it possible to propose states in the sampling
process which are guided by appropriate differential equations. New states are chosen utiliz-
ing information of the gradient of the log posterior density, which can lead to more efficient
sampling procedures. Therefore HMC has become popular. For example Hartmann and Ehlers
(2017) demonstrate how to estimate parameters of generalized extreme value distributions with
HMC, while Pakman and Paninski (2014) use HMC to sample from truncated multivariate
Gaussian distributions. Especially with the development of the probabilistic programming lan-
guage STAN by Carpenter et al (2016) its popularity is growing. STAN allows easy model
specification and deploys the No-U-Turn sampler of Hoffman and Gelman (2014). This ex-
tension of HMC automatically and adaptively selects the tuning parameters. Instead of using
STAN we provide our own implementation of HMC. This allows us to use the HMC updates
developed for single factor copulas within other samplers, as we will see in Section 3. A short
introduction to HMC based on Neal et al (2011) is provided in Appendix 6.1.
2.1 Model specification
To illustrate the viability of HMC for factor copula models we start with the single factor copula
model as a special case of the p factor copula model according to Krupskii and Joe (2013). We
consider d uniform(0,1) distributed variables U1, . . . Ud together with a uniform(0,1) distributed
latent factor V . In the single factor copula model we assume that given V , the variables
U1, . . . , Ud are independent. This implies that the joint density of U1:d = (U1, . . . Ud)
> can be
written as
cU1:d(u1:d) =
∫ 1
0
d∏
j=1
cj|V (uj |v)dv =
∫ 1
0
d∏
j=1
cj(uj , v)dv, (1)
where cj is the density of Cj , the copula of (Uj , V ). The copulas C1, . . . , Cd are called linking
copulas as they link each of the observed copula variables Uj to the latent factor V .
For inference we use one parametric copula families, i.e. we equip each linking copula density
with a corresponding parameter θj , and (1) becomes
cU1:d(u1:d;θ1:d) =
∫ 1
0
d∏
j=1
cj(uj , v; θj)dv.
As it is common in Bayesian statistics we treat the latent variable V as a parameter v. The
joint density of U1:d, denoted by cU1:d , given the parameters (θ1:d, v) is obtained as
cU1:d(u1:d;θ1:d, v) =
d∏
j=1
cj(uj , v; θj).
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Since the latent variable V is random for each observation vector (ut1, . . . , utd)
>, we have
T latent parameters v1:T = (v1, . . . , vT )
> for T time points. The likelihood of the parameters
(θ1:d,v1:T ) given T independent observations U1:T,1:d = (utj)t=1,...,T,j=1,...,d is therefore
`(θ1:d,v1:T |U1:T,1:d) =
T∏
t=1
d∏
j=1
cj(utj , vt; θj). (2)
2.2 Bayesian inference
So far, Bayesian inference for the single factor copula model was addressed by Schamberger et al
(2017) and Tan et al (2018). Both approaches use Gibbs sampling where one can exploit the
fact that the factors v1, . . . vT are independent given the copula parameters θ1, . . . θd and vice
versa. We now show how HMC can be used for the single factor copula model. Sampling with
HMC is slower since it requires several evaluations of the gradient of the log posterior density.
However with HMC there is no blocking involved and we update the whole parameter vector,
with well chosen proposals obtained from the Leapfrog approximation, at once. We expect
more accurate samples since this sampler suffers less from the dependence between factors
and copula parameters. To support this statement we compare HMC to adaptive rejection
Metropolis sampling within Gibbs sampling (ARMGS) (Gilks et al (1995)). ARMGS is the
sampler that worked best among several samplers that have been investigated by Schamberger
et al (2017) for single factor copula models.
Parameterization
Since HMC operates on unconstrained parameters we need to provide parameter transforma-
tions to remove the constraints present in our problem. For many one parametric copula
families there is a one-to-one correspondence between the copula parameter θj and Kendall’s
τ , i.e. there is an invertible function gj such that τj = gj(θj), see Joe (2014), Chapter 4. For
example gj(θj) =
2
pi arcsin (θj) is the corresponding Kendall’s τ for a Gaussian linking copula.
Furthermore we restrict the Kendall’s τ values to be in (0, 1) to avoid problems that might occur
due to multimodal posterior distributions. This is not a severe restriction for applications since
τU1,U2 = −τU1,1−U21. So we can replace U2 by 1−U2 if we want to model negative dependence
between U1 and U2. The components of the latent factors v1:T are also in (0, 1). To transform
parameters on the (0, 1) scale to the unconstrained scale the logit function is a common choice.
Therefore we use the following transformations for the copula parameters θ1:d and the latent
factors v1:T
δj = ln
(
gj(θj)
1− gj(θj)
)
, wt = ln
(
vt
1− vt
)
, (3)
and obtain unconstrained parameters δj , vt ∈ R for j = 1, . . . d, t = 1, . . . , T .
Prior densities
We specify the prior distributions for (δ1:d,w1:T ) such that the distributions implied for the
corresponding Kendall’s τ and for vt are independently uniform on the interval (0, 1). Applying
the density transformation law this implies that the factor copula (FC) prior density can be
expressed as
piFC(δ1:d,w1:T ) =
T∏
t=1
piu(wt)
d∏
j=1
piu(δj), (4)
where piu(x) = (1 + exp(−x))−2 exp(−x), x ∈ R.
1τU1,1−U2 = P ((U1 − U˜1)((1 − U2) − (1 − U˜2)) > 0) − P ((U1 − U˜1)((1 − U2) − (1 − U˜2)) < 0) = P ((U1 −
U˜1)(U2− U˜2) < 0)−P ((U1− U˜1)(U2− U˜2) > 0) = −τU1,U2 , where (U˜1, U˜2) is an independent copy of (U1, U2).
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Posterior density
With these choices in (2) and (4) the posterior density is proportional to
f(δ1:d,w1:T |U1:T,1:d) ∝ l(θ1:d,v1:T |U1:T,1:d) · piFC(δ1:d,w1:T ), (5)
where θj and vt are functions of δj and wt respectively. Therefore the log posterior density is,
up to an additive constant, given by
L(δ1:d,w1:T |U1:T,1:d) ∝
T∑
t=1
d∑
j=1
ln(cj(utj , vt; θj)) +
T∑
t=1
ln(piu(wt)) +
d∑
j=1
ln(piu(δj)).
Sampling with HMC
Derivatives of the log posterior density with respect to all parameters are determined to perform
Leapfrog approximations (see Appendix 6.2). With this at hand, HMC can be implemented
as any Metropolis-Hastings sampler. To run the algorithm we need to set values to the hyper
parameters: the Leapfrog stepsize , the number of Leapfrog steps L and the mass matrix M .
Choosing  and L is not easy since good choices of these parameters can vary depending on
different regions of the state space. Neal et al (2011) suggest to randomly select  and L from
a set of values that may be appropriate for different regions. This is the approach that we
follow. For our simulation study we have seen that choosing  uniformly between 0 and 0.2 and
choosing L uniformly between 0 and 40 leads to reasonable mixing as measured by the effective
sample size (Gelman et al (2014), page 286). The mass matrix M is set equal to the identity
matrix. The MCMC procedure is implemented in R using the R package Rcpp by Eddelbuettel
et al (2011) which allows the integration of C++. Effective sample sizes are calculated with the
R package coda by Plummer et al (2008).
2.3 Simulation study
To compare our approach we conduct the same simulation study as in Schamberger et al (2017).
For each of three scenarios, we simulate 100 data sets from the single factor copula model with
T = 200 and d = 5. The three scenarios are characterized by the values of Kendall’s τ of the
linking copulas and are denoted by the low τ , the high τ and the mixed τ scenario. The
Kendall’s τ values are shown in Table 1. As linking copulas only Gumbel copulas are considered.
Based on these simulated data sets the samplers are run for 11000 iterations, whereas the first
1000 iterations are discarded for burn in.
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
low τ 0.10 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.20
high τ 0.50 0.57 0.65 0.73 0.80
mixed τ 0.10 0.28 0.45 0.62 0.80
Table 1: Kendall’s τ values for the linking copulas C1, . . . C5 in the three scenarios.
Table 2 shows the results of the simulation study and compares them to the results ob-
tained by Schamberger et al (2017) using adaptive rejection Metropolis sampling within Gibbs
sampling (ARMGS). The corresponding error statistics (e.g. mean absolute deviation (MAD),
mean squared error (MSE)) for each parameter is obtained from 100 replications. Then, e.g.
the MSE for τ in Table 2 is computed as the average of MSE for τ1 , . . . , MSE for τ5. Since the
objective is the comparison of our method to the method of Schamberger et al (2017) we follow
their approach and calculate the error statistics from point estimates (marginal posterior mode
estimates obtained as the estimated modes of univariate kernel density estimates). Further we
calculate the error statistics for τ1:d,v1:T which are one-to-one transformations of δ1:d,w1:T .
We see that a more accurate credible interval, a lower mean absolute deviation and a lower
mean squared error is achieved in most cases by HMC compared to ARMGS. Furthermore the
effective sample size per minute is much higher for HMC. Table 3 shows the results of the
simulation study in more detail, i.e. we do not average over values of τ1, . . . , τ5 and v1, . . . v200.
It is noticable that mixing is worse for higher values of Kendall’s τ in every scenario, whereas it
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is most extreme in the mixed τ scenario. This was also observed for ARMGS (see Schamberger
et al (2017) Table 9 in the appendix).
τ V
ARMGS HMC ARMGS HMC
Low τ
MAD 0.1088 0.0564 0.2808 0.2158
MSE 0.0314 0.0059 0.1248 0.0716
ESS/min 6 92 26 246
90% C.I. 0.91 0.94 0.84 0.88
95% C.I. 0.96 0.98 0.91 0.94
High τ
MAD 0.0292 0.0201 0.0709 0.0502
MSE 0.0014 0.0007 0.0095 0.0046
ESS/min 24 268 44 278
90% C.I. 0.89 0.90 0.89 0.91
95% C.I. 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.95
Mixed τ
MAD 0.0509 0.0340 0.0828 0.0684
MSE 0.0043 0.0019 0.0132 0.0082
ESS/min 21 132 26 210
90% C.I. 0.87 0.89 0.79 0.85
95% C.I. 0.93 0.93 0.88 0.93
Table 2: Comparison of the ARMGS and HMC method in terms of mean absolute deviation
(MAD), mean squared error (MSE), effective sample size per minute (ESS/min) and observed
coverage probability of the credible intervals (C.I.).
τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 τ5 v10 v50 v100 v150 v190
Low τ
MAD 0.0500 0.0493 0.0568 0.0591 0.0666 0.2530 0.2204 0.2376 0.2190 0.2203
MSE 0.0047 0.0043 0.0049 0.0058 0.0096 0.0969 0.0719 0.0819 0.0712 0.0703
ESS/min 121 114 91 76 58 239 255 268 247 262
90% C.I. 0.94 0.94 0.91 0.92 0.98 0.85 0.88 0.83 0.88 0.90
95% C.I. 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.99 0.93 0.96 0.90 0.91 0.93
High τ
MAD 0.0253 0.0214 0.0204 0.0158 0.0174 0.0549 0.0549 0.0475 0.0474 0.0474
MSE 0.0011 0.0007 0.0007 0.0004 0.0005 0.0058 0.0049 0.0043 0.0043 0.0044
ESS/min 320 319 312 265 125 277 278 275 279 278
90% C.I. 0.84 0.91 0.88 0.92 0.94 0.86 0.86 0.88 0.95 0.90
95% C.I. 0.89 0.95 0.94 0.97 0.97 0.92 0.96 0.94 0.96 0.95
Mixed τ
MAD 0.0375 0.0358 0.0278 0.0256 0.0431 0.0690 0.0668 0.0636 0.0712 0.0663
MSE 0.0021 0.0020 0.0012 0.0010 0.0031 0.0098 0.0078 0.0080 0.0084 0.0085
ESS/min 147 250 201 50 11 212 207 224 218 221
90% C.I. 0.89 0.85 0.88 0.93 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.81 0.87
95% C.I. 0.95 0.89 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.89 0.94 0.94 0.88 0.92
Table 3: Detailed simulation results for the HMC method. We show the estimated mean abso-
lute deviation (MAD), mean squared error (MSE), effective sample size per minute (ESS/min)
and observed coverage probability of the credible intervals (C.I.) for τ1, . . . , τ5 and five selected
latent variables vt, t = 10, 50, 100, 150, 190.
3 The single factor copula stochastic volatility model
Now we combine the single factor copula with margins driven by a stochastic volatility model
and develop a Bayesian approach to jointly estimate the parameters of the proposed model.
3.1 Model specification
The marginal model
We utilize the stochastic volatility model (Kim et al (1998)) as marginal model. In this model
the log variances (s1, . . . , sT )
> of a conditionally normally distributed vector (Z1, . . . , ZT )>
are modeled with a latent AR(1) process. This AR(1) process has mean parameter µ ∈ R,
persistence parameter φ ∈ (−1, 1) and standard deviation parameter σ ∈ (0,∞). More precisely,
the stochastic volatility (SV) model is given by
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Zt = exp
(st
2
)
t, t = 1, . . . T,
st = µ+ φ(st−1 − µ) + σηt, t = 1, . . . T,
(6)
where s0|µ, φ, σ ∼ N
(
µ, σ
2
1−φ2
)
and t, ηt,∼ N(0, 1) independently, for t = 1, . . . , T .
Kastner and Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter (2014) develop an MCMC algorithm for this model which
uses the ancillarity-sufficiency interweaving strategy proposed by Yu and Meng (2011). This
strategy leads to an efficient MCMC sampling procedure which is implemented in the R package
stochvol (see Kastner (2016a)). We discuss the prior densities proposed by Kastner (2016a)
since we also utilize them later. The following priors for µ, φ and σ are chosen
µ ∼ N(0, 100), φ+ 1
2
∼ Beta(5, 1.5), σ2 ∼ χ21. (7)
The prior for µ is rather uninformative, whereas the prior for φ puts more mass on higher
values for the persistence parameter. High persistence parameters are characteristic for financial
time series. The prior choice for σ2 differs from the popular inverse Gamma prior. In contrast
to the inverse Gamma prior, the χ21 has more mass close to zero and thus allows for latent
volatilities with less fluctuations. Denoting by s0:T = (s0, . . . , sT )
> the vector of latent log
variances, the prior density of (µ, φ, σ, s>0:T )
> is given by
piSV (µ, φ, σ, s0:T ) = f(s0:T |µ, φ, σ)f(µ, φ, σ)
= ϕ
(
s0
∣∣∣µ, σ2
1− φ2
) T∏
t=1
ϕ
(
st|µ+ φ(st−1 − µ), σ2
)
pi(µ)pi(φ)pi(σ),
(8)
where ϕ
(·|µnormal, σ2normal) denotes a univariate normal density with mean µnormal and vari-
ance σ2normal and pi(·) denotes the corresponding prior density as specified in (7).
The joint model
We propose a multivariate dynamic model where each marginal follows a stochastic volatility
model and the dependence between the marginals is captured by a single factor copula, the single
factor copula stochastic volatility (factor copula SV) model. In particular for t = 1, . . . , T, j =
1, . . . , d we assume that
Ztj = exp
(stj
2
)
tj
stj = µj + φj(st−1j − µj) + σjηtj ,
where µj ∈ R, φj ∈ (−1, 1), σj ∈ (0,∞), s0j |µj , φj , σj ∼ N
(
µj ,
σ2j
1−φ2j
)
and ηtj ∼ N(0, 1) i.i.d.
holds. The joint distribtion of the errors tj is now considered. We model the dependence among
the marginals by employing a factor copula model on the errors. We further allow for Bayesian
selection of the d linking copula families of this factor copula instead of assuming that they were
known as in Section 2 and as in Schamberger et al (2017). The families are chosen from a setM
of one parametric copula families, e.g. M = {Gaussian, Gumbel, Clayton}. Schamberger et al
(2017) estimated one model for each specification of the linking copula families. Since there
are |M|d different specifications, they only considered factor copulas where all linking copulas
belong to the same family. With our Bayesian family selection, we can profit from the full
flexibility of the factor copula model by allowing for all |M|d specifications. In particular our
modeling approach allows to combine different copula families. Therefore we define d family
indicator variables mj ∈M, j = 1, . . . , d. Further, we introduce parameters δj ∈ R, j = 1, . . . , d
which are mapped to the corresponding Kendall’s τ with the sigmoid (inverse logit) transform.
This Kendall’s τ is then mapped to the corresponding copula parameter with the function g−1mj ,
i.e.
θ
mj
j = θ
mj
j (δj) = g
−1
mj
(
exp(δj)
1 + exp(δj)
)
. (9)
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Note that the parameter δj has the same interpretation for different copula families: It is
the logit transform of the associated Kendall’s τ value. This allows to share this parameter
among different copula families. In the following, the with copula family mj associated copula
parameter θ
mj
j is determined as a function of δj and mj . Since we model the dependence among
the errors with a single factor copula, we assume that there exists a latent factor vt ∼ unif(0, 1)
for each t such that the following holds for the error vector at time t, t· = (t1, . . . td)>,
f(t·|vt,m1:d, θm11 , . . . , θmdd ) =
d∏
j=1
[
c
mj
j (Φ(tj), vt; θ
mj
j )ϕ(tj)
]
, (10)
where Φ denotes the standard normal distribution function. In particular tj ∼ N(0, 1) for any
t and j. Here c
mj
j (·, ·; θmjj ) is the density of the bivariate copula family mj with parameter θmjj .
Integrating out the factor vt in (10) yields
f(t·|m1:d, θm11 , . . . , θmdd ) =
[∫
(0,1)
d∏
j=1
c
mj
j (Φ(tj), vt; θ
mj
j )dvt
]
d∏
j=1
ϕ(tj). (11)
Furthermore we assume that the T components of (1·, . . ., T ·) are independent given the
family indicators m1:d and the dependence parameters δ1:d,v1:T . To shorten notation we use
the following abbreviations:
• Z = (ztj)t=1,...,T,j=1,...d the matrix of observations,
• E = (tj)t=1,...,T,j=1,...d the matrix of errors,
• µ = (µj)j=1,...d the vector of means of the marginal stochastic volatility models,
• φ = (φj)j=1,...d the vector of persistence parameters of the marginal stochastic volatility
models,
• σ = (σj)j=1,...d the vector of standard deviations of the marginal stochastic volatility
models,
• S = (stj)t=0,...,T,j=1,...d the matrix of log variances,
• s·j = (stj)t=0,...,T the vector of log variances of the j-th marginal,
• v = (vt)t=1,...,T the vector of latent factors,
• δ = (δj)j=1,...,d the vector of transformed copula parameters,
• m = (mj)j=1,...,d the vector of copula family indicators.
Utilizing these abbreviations, we can summarize the parameters of our model as {µ,φ,σ, S,v, δ,m}.
The model with Gaussian linking copulas
For the special case where all linking copulas are Gaussian (i.e. mj = Gaussian for j =
1, . . . , d), Krupskii and Joe (2013) show that the errors tj specified in (11) allow for the following
stochastic representation
tj = ρjwt +
√
1− ρ2jξtj ,
where wt ∼ N(0, 1) and ξtj ∼ N(0, 1) independently and ρj = θmjj is the Gaussian copula
parameter. Therefore we obtain the following additive structure
Ztj = ρj exp
(stj
2
)
wt + exp
(stj
2
)√
1− ρ2jξtj . (12)
This implies a time dynamic covariance matrix with elements
cov(Ztj , Ztk) = ρjρk exp
(stj
2
)
exp
(stk
2
)
for j 6= k.
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The correlation matrix however remains constant as time evolves and its off-diagonal elements
are given by
cor(Ztj , Ztk) = ρjρk for j 6= k.
The additive structure in (12) shows connections to other multivariate factor stochastic volatility
models (see Chib et al (2006), Kastner et al (2017)). This can be seen by considering the
following reparameterization
s′tj := stj + ln
(
1− ρ2j
)
, λj :=
ρj√
1− ρ2j
,
which implies the following representation of (12)
Ztj = λj exp
(
s′tj
2
)
wt + exp
(
s′tj
2
)
ξtj . (13)
Here s′tj is an AR(1) process with mean µj +ln
(
1− ρ2j
)
, persistence parameter φj and standard
deviation parameter σj .
For comparison, the model of Kastner et al (2017) with one factor is given by
Ztj = λj exp
(
s′td+1
2
)
wt + exp
(
s′tj
2
)
ξtj ,
with one additional latent AR(1) process s′td+1, t = 1, . . . , T . This implies time varying corre-
lations given by
cor(Ztj , Ztk) =
λjλk exp
(
s′td+1
)√
λ2j exp
(
s′td+1
)
+ exp
(
s′tj
)√
λ2k exp
(
s′td+1
)
+ exp(s′tk)
for j 6= k.
Dividing Ztj by exp
(
s′tj
2
)
in (13) we recognize the structure of a standard factor model for
Z ′tj :=
Ztj
exp
(
s′
tj
2
) given by
Z ′tj = λjwt + ξtj , (14)
with factor loadings λ1, . . . , λd and factor wt. In representation (14) the variance of ξtj is
restricted to 1 whereas in the standard factor model (see e.g. Lopes and West (2004)) it is
usually modeled through an additional variance parameter. Since the variance of tj is already
determined (tj ∼ N(0, 1)) we have this additional restriction compared to factor models with
flexible marginal variance. Note that Ztj still has flexible variance and the restriction for tj is
necessary to ensure identifiability.
If all copula families are Gaussian other multivariate factor stochastic volatility models
provide generalizations by allowing for more factors and for a time varying correlation. We
provide generalization with respect to the error distribution. The choice of different pair copula
families provides a flexible modeling approach and our model can accommodate features that
can not be modeled with a multivariate normal distribution as e.g. symmetric or asymmetric
tail dependence.
Schamberger et al (2017) also use factor copulas to model dependence among financial assets.
Their approach differs to our approach in the choice of the marginal model. They use dynamic
linear models (West and Harrison (2006)). Secondly they assume the copula families to be
known and they perform a two-step estimation approach, whereas we provide full Bayesian
inference.
3.2 Bayesian inference
In the following we develop a full Bayesian approach for the proposed model. We use a block
Gibbs sampler to sample from the posterior distribution. We use d blocks for the marginal
parameters (µj , φj , σj , s·j), j = 1, . . . , d, one block for the dependence parameters (δ,v) and
d blocks for the copula family indicators m. Sampling from the full conditionals is done with
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HMC for the first d+1 blocks. Conditioning the dependence parameters on the marginal param-
eters and on the copula family indicators we are in the single factor copula framework of Section
2. We have seen that HMC provides an efficient way to sample the dependence parameters.
Conditioned on the dependence parameters and on the family indicators, the marginal parame-
ters corresponding to different dimensions are independent. Each dimension can be considered
as a generalized stochastic volatility model, where the distribution of the errors is determined
by the corresponding linking copula. Sampling from the posterior distribution is more involved
than in the Gaussian case. In the Gaussian case one can use an approximation of a mixture of
normal distributions and rewrite the observation equation Ztj = exp
( stj
2
)
tj as a linear, con-
ditionally Gaussian state space model (Omori et al (2007), Kastner and Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter
(2014)). This is not possible in our case and therefore HMC, which has already shown good
performance for the copula part and only requires derivation of the derivatives, is our method
of choice. The family indicators m are discrete variables which can be sampled directly from
their full conditionals.
Prior densities
For the copula family indicators we use independent discrete uniform priors, i.e
pi(mj) =
1
|M| (15)
for mj ∈ M, j = 1, . . . , d independently. The prior density of the other parameters is chosen
as the product of the priors used for the marginal stochastic volatility model and for the single
factor copula model, i.e.
piJ(µ,φ,σ, S, δ,v) =
d∏
j=1
piSV (µj , φj , σj , s·j)piu(δj), (16)
where piSV (·) and piu(·) are specified in (8) and (4), respectively. Further we assume that the
family indicators are a priori independent of the parameters in (16).
Likelihood
The conditional independence of the T components of (1·, . . ., T ·) implies that the conditional
distribution of the errors given the dependence parameters and the copula family indicators is
f(E|v, δ,m) =
T∏
t=1
d∏
j=1
[
c
mj
j (Φ(tj), vt; θ
mj
j )ϕ(tj)
]
.
Using the density transformation rule, the likelihood of parameters (µ,φ,σ, S, δ,v,m) given
the observation matrix Z is obtained as
`(µ,φ,σ, S, δ,v,m|Z) =
T∏
t=1
d∏
j=1
[
c
mj
j
(
Φ
(
ztj
exp
( stj
2
)) , vt; θmjj
)
ϕ
(
ztj
exp
( stj
2
)) 1
exp
( stj
2
)] .
Sampling the marginal parameters
The conditional density we need to sample from is given by
f(µj , φj ,σj , s·j |Z,µ−j ,φ−j ,σ−j , S·−j , δ,v,m)
∝ `(µ,φ,σ, S, δ,v,m|Z)piJ(µ,φ,σ, S, δ,v)
∝
T∏
t=1
[
c
mj
j
(
Φ
(
ztj
exp
( stj
2
)), vt; θmjj
)
ϕ
(
ztj
exp
( stj
2
)) 1
exp
( stj
2
)]piSV (µj , φj , σj , s·j).
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Here the abbreviation x−j refers to the vector (x1, . . . xd)> with the j−th component re-
moved and X·−j is the matrix X with the j-th column removed. We sample from this density
with HMC as will be outlined below.
Parameterization As in Section 2 we need to provide parameterizations such that resulting
parameters are unconstrained. In particular we use the following transformations
ξj = FZ(φj), ψj = ln(σj),
where FZ(x) =
1
2 ln
(
1+x
1−x
)
is Fisher’s Z transformation. Although the latent log variances are
already unconstrained we make use of the following reparameterization
s˜0j =
(s0j − µj)
√
1− φ2j
σj
s˜tj =
stj − µj − φj(st−1j − µj)
σj
, t = 1, . . . , T.
(17)
The transformation for s·j was proposed by the Stan Team (2015) for the univariate stochastic
volatility model and implies that s˜·j |µj , φj , σj ∼ N(0, IT+1), where IT+1 denotes the (T + 1)-
dimensional identity matrix. According to Yu and Meng (2011) the original parameterization
in terms of stj is a sufficient augmentation scheme, whereas the parameterization in terms of
s˜tj is an ancillary augmentation. The performance of Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods can
vary a lot for different parameterizations (Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter and So¨gner (2003), Strickland
et al (2008)). Betancourt and Girolami (2015) have seen better performance for the ancillary
augmentation when sampling from the posterior distribution of hierarchical models with HMC.
Their explanation is that within the ancillary augmentation variables may be less correlated.
Here we also rely on the ancillary augmentation since we have seen much better performance
for this parameterization in terms of effective sample size.
Prior densities We denote by piSV 2 the joint prior density of the parameters µj , ξj , ψj and
s˜·j . The log of this joint prior density is, up to an additive constant, given by
ln(piSV 2(µj , ξj , ψj , s˜·j)) ∝ ln(pi(µj)) + ln(pi(ξj)) + ln(pi(ψj))− 1
2
T∑
t=0
s˜2tj .
where pi(·) are the corresponding prior densities implied by (16) (see Appendix 6.3 for details).
Posterior density The log posterior density we need to sample from is, up to an additive
constant, given by
L(µj , ξj ,ψj , s˜·j |Z, δ,v,m) ∝
T∑
t=1
[
ln
(
c
mj
j
(
Φ
(
ztj
exp
( stj
2
)) , vt; θmjj
))
+ ln
(
ϕ
(
ztj
exp
( stj
2
)))− stj
2
]
+ ln(piSV 2(µj , ξj , ψj , s˜·j)),
where s.j is a function of s˜.j (see (17)). The necessary derivatives of this log posterior are
derived (see Appendix 6.4) for the Leapfrog approximations and then sampling of the marginal
parameters is straightforward.
Sampling the dependence parameters
The conditional density we need to sample from for the dependence parameters is proportional
to
f(δ,v|Z,µ,φ,σ, S,m) ∝ `(µ,φ,σ, S, δ,v,m|Z)piJ(µ,φ,σ, S, δ,v)
∝ `(µ,φ,σ, S, δ,v,m|Z)
d∏
j=1
piu(δj)
∝
T∏
t=1
d∏
j=1
c
mj
j
(
Φ
(
ztj
exp
( stj
2
)) , vt; θmjj
)
d∏
j=1
piu(δj).
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To sample from this density we use the same HMC approach as in Section 2.
Sampling the copula family indicators
The full conditional of mj is obtained as
f(mj |Z,µ,φ,σ, S, δ,v,m−j) =
∏T
t=1 c
mj
j
(
Φ
(
ztj
exp(
stj
2 )
)
, vt; θ
mj
j
)
∑
m′j∈M
∏T
t=1 c
m′j
j
(
Φ
(
ztj
exp(
stj
2 )
)
, vt; θ
m′j
j
) .
We can sample directly from this discrete distribution and no MCMC updates are required
here.
3.3 Simulation study
We conduct a simulation study to evaluate the performance of the proposed joint HMC sampler.
We consider one scenario in five dimensions and one scenario in ten dimensions, as specified in
Table 4. We choose rather high values for the marginal persistence parameter φ and moderate
values for the dependence parameter Kendall’s τ . These choices roughly correspond to what
we expect to see in financial data. For each scenario we simulate 100 data sets from the model
introduced in Section 3.1. The proposed MCMC sampler with HMC updates is then applied
to the simulated data. The sampler is run for 2500 iterations, whereas the first 500 iterations
are discarded for burn in. For family selection we consider the following set of one parametric
copula families {Gaussian, Student t(df=4), Clayton, Gumbel}.
µsim = (−6,−6,−7,−7,−8)
φsim = (0.7, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95)
σsim = (0.2, 0.2, 0.3, 0.3, 0.4)
τsim = (0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7)
msim = (Gaussian, Student t(df=4), Clayton, Gumbel, Gaussian)
(18)
Scenario d T µ φ σ τ m
1 5 1000 µsim φsim σsim τsim msim
2 10 1000 (µsim,µsim) (φsim,φsim) (σsim,σsim) (τsim,τsim) (msim,msim)
Table 4: Parameter specification for the two different scenarios in the simulation study.
Scenario 1 µ1 µ2 µ3 µ4 µ5 φ1 φ2 φ3 φ4 φ5
MSE 0.0027 0.0038 0.0059 0.0107 0.0851 0.0362 0.0408 0.0059 0.0017 0.0003
C.I. 90% 0.91 0.86 0.92 0.92 0.82 0.97 0.86 0.89 0.90 0.83
C.I. 95% 0.95 0.90 0.96 0.94 0.87 0.99 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.89
ESS 1022 666 761 942 505 644 433 399 461 325
σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 σ5 τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 τ5
MSE 0.0077 0.0055 0.0037 0.0024 0.0026 0.0094 0.0164 0.0255 0.0364 0.0503
C.I. 90% 0.95 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.81 0.78 0.79 0.68 0.79 0.72
C.I. 95% 0.98 0.93 0.93 0.97 0.88 0.84 0.85 0.77 0.81 0.74
ESS 391 368 326 360 255 879 770 528 480 280
s300,1 s300,2 s300,3 s300,4 s300,5 v100 v200 v500 v800 v900
MSE 0.0564 0.0892 0.2234 0.1836 0.2132 0.0239 0.0241 0.0283 0.0222 0.0202
C.I. 90% 0.94 0.88 0.93 0.91 0.94 0.86 0.91 0.83 0.86 0.84
C.I. 95% 0.98 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.91 0.94 0.88 0.88 0.89
ESS 1448 433 1433 1343 1334 997 1104 1036 1111 1085
Table 5: MSE estimated using the posterior mode, observed coverage probability of the credible
intervals (C.I.) and effective samples size calculated from 2000 posterior draws for selected
parameters (Scenario 1).
The simulation results are summarized in Tables 5 and 6 for the five dimensional scenario
and in Tables 9 and 10 in the appendix for the ten dimensional setup. Comparing these two
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setups we see that the ESS of the Kendall’s τ parameters and of the latent states vt is better for
the five dimensional scenario. Besides that, the results of the five and ten dimensional setups
are only slightly different and therefore we discuss only the five dimensional scenario.
m1 m2 m3 m4 m5
94% 90% 87% 77% 66%
Table 6: Proportion of how often the correct copula family was selected. The selected copula
family is the posterior mode estimate of mj for j = 1, . . . , 5 (Scenario 1).
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Figure 1: Kernel density estimates of the posterior density of selected parameters obtained from
a single MCMC run in Scenario 1. The estimates are based on 2000 MCMC iterations after a
burn in of 500. The true parameter value is added in red.
Comparing the simulation results for the factor copula parameters to the results of Section
2.3, we see that we perform worse in terms of observed coverage probabilities and MSE. But
this is not surprising because here we consider a much more complex model and also update
the copula families and the marginal parameters. Further we see that the ESS decreases from
τ1 up to τ5. This is in line with our findings in Section 2.3 where we have seen that mixing
is worse for higher Kendall’s τ values. We can also observe differences with respect to the
observed coverage probability of credible intervals. For a low marginal persistence parameter
(φ1) coverage probabilities are very high suggesting a broad posterior distribution. For a high
persistence parameter (φ5) the observed coverage probabilities are lower. Figures 1 and 2 show
estimated posterior densities and trace plots of one MCMC run for the five dimensional setup.
These figures suggest that we achieve proper mixing. Furthermore we see that the estimated
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posterior density of φ1 is more dispersed compared to the estimated posterior density of φ5.
Table 6 shows that the correct copula family was selected in at least 66 out of 100 cases. This
frequency is best for the first linking copula which has a low Kendall’s τ value and worst for
the linking copula with the highest Kendall’s τ value.
Overall, the results suggest that the method performs well. For all parameters we obtain
reasonable MSE and ESS values and our method is able to select the correct copula family
in most cases. In particular our HMC schemes do a good job at jointly updating more than
T = 1000 parameters of one Gibbs block.
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Figure 2: Trace plots of selected parameters obtained from a single MCMC run in Scenario 1.
The trace plots show 2000 MCMC iterations after a burn in of 500. The true parameter value
is added in red.
4 Application
We illustrate our approach with one-day ahead value at risk (VaR) prediction for a portfolio
consisting of several stocks. These predictions can be obtained from simulations of the predictive
distribution. As before, Z is the data matrix containing T observations of the d stocks. We
need to sample from the predictive distribution of the log returns at time T + 1, ZT+1 =
(ZT+1,1, . . . ZT+1,d), given Z. We obtain simulations from the joint density
f(zT+1, sT+1·, S,µ,φ,σ, δ, vT+1,v,m|Z), (19)
with the following steps:
• Simulate S,µ,φ,σ, δ,v,m from the corresponding posterior distribution given the data
Z with our sampler developed in Section 3. We discard the first 500 samples for burnin
and denote the remaining R = 2000 samples by Sr,µr,φr,σr, δr,vr,mr, r = 1, . . . , R.
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We proceed as follows for r = 1, . . . , R:
• Simulate vrT+1 ∼ unif(0, 1).
• For j = 1, . . . , d simulate srT+1,j ∼ N(µrj + φrj(srTj − µrj), (σrj )2).
• To obtain the sample zrT+1 from
f(zT+1|srT+1·, Sr,µr,φr,σr, δr, vrT+1,vr,mr, Z) =
d∏
j=1
[
c
mrj
j
 zT+1j
exp
(
srT+1j
2
) , vrT+1; θmrjj
ϕ
 zT+1j
exp
(
srT+1j
2
)
 · 1
exp
(
srT+1j
2
)]
we simulate urj from C
mrj
j
(
·|vrT+1; θ
mrj
j
)
and set zrT+1j = Φ
−1 (urj |0, exp(srT+1j)) for j =
1, . . . , d. Here Φ(·|µnormal, σ2normal) is the distribution function of a normally distributed
random variable with mean µnormal and variance σ
2
normal.
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Figure 3: Observed daily log return of the portfolio and the estimated one-day ahead 90% VaR
(red) and 95% VaR (blue) plotted against time in years.
We consider an equally weighted portfolio consisting of 6 stocks from German companies
(BASF, Fresenius Medical Care, Fresenius SE, Linde, Merck, K+S). Since all companies are
chosen from the chemical/pharmaceutical/medical industry we assume that a model with one
factor is suitable to capture the dependence structure. Our data, obtained from Yahoo Finance
(https://finance.yahoo.com), contains daily log returns of these stocks from 2008 to 2017. We
use 1000 days as training period, which corresponds to data of approximately four years. We
set T = 1000 and obtain simulations of the one-day ahead predictive distribution as described
above for the first trading day in 2012. Instead of refitting the model for each day we fix
parameters that do not change over time (µ,φ,σ, δ,m) at their posterior mode estimates and
only update dynamic parameters (S,v) as in Kreuzer and Czado (2019) for the remaining one-
day ahead predicitve simulations. For updating only the dynamic parameters we have seen that
it is enough to use the last 100 time points and time needed for computation is reduced a lot. We
obtain 2000 simulations of the one-day ahead predictive distribution for each trading day in the
period from January 2012 to December 2017. From the simulations we calculate the portfolio
value, and take the corresponding quantile to obtain the VaR prediction. We consider the same
VaR level of 90% as in Schamberger et al (2017) and additionally the 95% VaR. The linking
copulas are chosen from the following set of one parametric copula families: Gaussian, Student t
with 4 degrees of freedom, (survival) Gumbel and (survival) Clayton. For a copula with density
c(u1, u2), the corresponding survival copula has density c(1−u1, 1−u2). More details about the
considered bivariate copula families are given in Czado (2019), Chapter 3. With these choices
we cover a range of different tail dependence structures: no tail dependence (Gauss), symmetric
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tail dependence (Student t) and asymmetric tail dependence ((survival) Gumbel and (survival)
Clayton). As explained above, the copula family indicator was only updated for the first model
we fitted and then kept fixed. The linking copula families of BASF, Fresenius Medical Care,
Fresenius SE, Linde, Merck and K+S with the highest posterior probabilities are Student t,
survival Gumbel, survival Gumbel, Gaussian, survival Gumbel and Student t, respectively. In
particular, we obtain a model with asymmetric tail dependence structure. Predicting the VaR
for each trading day in six years results in 1521 VaR predictions. The portfolio log returns and
corresponding 90% and 95% VaR predictions are visualized in Figure 3. We observe that the
one-day ahead VaR forecast adapts to changes in the volatility.
To benchmark the proposed model (factor copula SV (fc SV)) we repeated the procedure for
VaR prediction with two other models: marginal dynamic linear models combined with single
factor copulas (fc dlm) estimated with a two-step procedure as proposed by Schamberger et al
(2017) and a multivariate factor stochastic volatility model with dynamic factors (df Gauss
SV) as proposed by Kastner et al (2017). The df Gauss SV model is here restricted to one
factor. To illustrate the necessity of copula family selection we further consider fc SV models
with the restriction that all linking copula are chosen from the same family. We consider the
three copula families that were selected as linking copulas for the fc SV model and obtain the
three restricted models fc SV (Ga), fc SV (t) and fc SV (sGu) which have only Gaussian,
Student t(df=4) and survival Gumbel linking copulas, respectively. Additionally we compare
the proposed approach to a two-step estimation of the factor copula SV model (fc SV (ts)). In
this two-step approach we obtain simulations from the predictive distribution of the log returns
at time T + 1, ZT+1, given Z as follows:
• Estimate a SV model for each margin separately and obtain marginal posterior mode
estimates for the latent log variances denoted by sˆtj for t = 1, . . . , T, j = 1, . . . , d.
• Use the probability integral transform to obtain data on the (0,1) scale,
utj := Φ
(
ztj · exp
(
− sˆtj2
))
.
• For the data utj , t = 1, . . . , T, j = 1, . . . , d, we fit the single factor copula model with HMC
as explained in Section 2, where we allow for Bayesian copula family selection and obtain
posterior mode estimates of the corresponding parameters denoted by δˆ1, . . . δˆd, mˆ1, . . . mˆd.
• For each margin, we simulate from the predictive distribution of the log variances at time
T + 1, i.e. from sT+1,j |z1j , . . . , zTj , and obtain marginal posterior mode estimates sˆT+1,j
for j = 1, . . . , d.
For r = 1, . . . , R we proceed as follows:
• We simulate ur1, . . . urd from the single factor copula with parameters δˆ1, . . . δˆd, mˆ1, . . . mˆd.
• We set zrT+1,j = Φ−1
(
urj |0, exp(sˆT+1,j)
)
for j = 1, . . . , d.
Standard measures to compare the predictive accuracy between different models are the
continuous ranked probability score (Gneiting and Raftery (2007)) or log predictive scores as
used in Kastner (2016b). These scores evaluate the overall performance. But we are interested
in the VaR, a quantile of the predictive distribution, which is only one specific aspect. Therefore
we use the rate of VaR violations and Christoffersen’s conditional coverage test (Christoffersen
(2012), Chapter 8), which are commonly used to compare VaR forecasts, as in Schamberger
et al (2017) and Nagler et al (2019). From an optimal VaR measure at level p we would expect
that there are (1 − p) · 100% VaR violations and that violations occur independently. This
constitutes the null hypotheses of Christoffersen’s conditional coverage test. The VaR violation
rates for the different models are shown in Table 7. For the 90% VaR, the violation rate of the
df Gauss SV model is closest to the optimal rate of 10%, whereas for the 95% VaR the fc SV
model performs best. According to the p-values of Christoffersen’s conditional coverage test in
Table 8 none of the considered models can be rejected at the 5% or 10% level with respect to
90% VaR prediction. But with respect to 95% VaR prediction, every model except the fc SV
model is rejected at the 5% or 10% level. We conclude that the preferred model in this scenario
is the fc SV model.
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fc SV fc SV (Gauss) fc SV (t) fc SV (sGu) fc SV (ts) fc dlm df Gauss SV
90% VaR 9.07% 8.74 9.27 8.68 10.52% 8.74% 10.32%
95% VaR 4.93% 5.39 5.26 4.14 6.51% 4.80% 5.85%
Table 7: The rate of 90% and 95% VaR violations for the seven models: fc SV, fc SV(Gauss),
fc SV(t), fc SV(sGu), fc SV(ts), fc dlm, df Gauss SV. The violation rate closest to the opimal
value of 5% or 10% is marked in bold.
fc SV fc SV (Gauss) fc SV (t) fc SV (sGu) fc SV (ts) fc dlm df Gauss SV
90% VaR 0.13 0.1 0.43 0.05 0.78 0.19 0.69
95% VaR 0.12 0.04 0.03 0 0.01 0.03 0.02
Table 8: The p-value of Christoffersen’s conditional coverage test for the 90% and 95% VaR
predictions of seven models: fc SV, fc SV(Gauss), fc SV(t), fc SV(sGu), fc SV(ts), fc dlm, df
Gauss SV. The highest p-value per row is marked in bold.
5 Conclusion
We propose a single factor copula SV model, a combination of the SV model for the margins and
factor copulas for the dependence. Dependence and marginal parameters are estimated jointly
within a Bayesian approach, avoiding a two-step estimation procedure which is commonly used
for copula models. The proposed model can be seen as one way to extend factor SV models that
rely on Gaussian dependence to more complex dependence structures. The necessity of such
models was illustrated with one-day ahead value at risk prediction. In the application our stocks
were chosen such that one factor is suitable to describe dependencies. However this might not be
appropriate for different portfolios and the extension of the proposed model to multiple factors
will be subject to future research. This extension to multiple factors could exploit the partition
of different stocks into sectors as in the structured factor copula model proposed by Krupskii
and Joe (2015). Another extension could allow for time varying dependence parameters or for
copula families with two and more parameters.
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6 Appendix
6.1 Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
We provide a short introduction to HMC based on Neal et al (2011). We start with the
introduction of the Hamiltonian dynamics.
Hamiltonian dynamics
We consider a position vector q ∈ Rd with associated momentum vector p ∈ Rd at time t. Their
change over time is described through the function H(p, q), the Hamiltonian, which satisfies
the following differential equations:
dqi
dt
=
dH
dpi
dpi
dt
= −dH
dqi
, i = 1, . . . , d.
(20)
Here H represents the total energy of the system. In HMC, it is assumed that H can be
expressed as
H(p, q) = U(q) +K(p) = U(q) + p>M−1p/2, (21)
where U(q) is called the potential energy andK(p) the kinetic energy. FurtherM is a symmetric
positive definite mass matrix, which is usually assumed to be diagonal. The Hamiltonian
dynamics, specified in (20), can therefore be rewritten as
dqi
dt
= (M−1p)i
dpi
dt
= −dU
dqi
, i = 1, . . . , d.
(22)
Leapfrog method
Since it is usually not possible to solve the system of differential equations given in (22) analyt-
ically we need to find iterative approximations. Therefore we use the Leapfrog method, where
the state one-step ahead of time t with step size , i.e. the state at time t+ , is approximated
by
pi(t+ /2) = pi(t)− 
2
dU
dqi
(q(t))
qi(t+ ) = qi(t) + 
pi(t+ /2)
mi
pi(t+ ) = pi(t+ /2)− 
2
dU
dqi
(q(t+ )), for i = 1, . . . d.
20
Canonical distribution
To use Hamiltonian dynamics within MCMC sampling we need to relate the energy function
to a probability distribution. Therefore we utilize the canonical distribution P (x) associated
with a general energy function E(x) with state x defined through the density
p(x) :=
1
Z
exp(−E(x)/T ).
Here T is the temperature of the system and Z the normalizing constant needed to satisfy the
density constraint. So the Hamiltonian H(p, q) specified in (21) defines a probability density
given by
p(q,p) =
1
Z
exp(−H(p, q)/T ) = 1
Z
exp(−U(q)/T ) exp(−K(p)/T ),
where q and p are independent. In the following we assume T = 1.
Sampling with Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
In HMC we specify the corresponding energy function of q and p, i.e. the Hamiltonian, and
sample from the corresponding canonical distribution of q and p. In a Bayesian setup we
identify q as our parameters of interest and p are auxiliary variables. Therefore we set
U(q) := − ln(pi(q)`(q|D)),
where pi(q) is the prior density and `(q|D) the likelihood function for the given data D. There-
fore the canonical distribution of q corresponds to the posterior distribution of q, when T = 1.
Since K(p) = p>M−1p/2, it holds that the auxiliary parameter vector p is multivariate
normal distributed with zero mean vector and covariance matrix M . Sampling is then done in
the following way.
1. Sample p from the normal distribution with zero mean vector and covariance matrix M .
2. Metropolis update: Start with the current state (q,p) and simulate L steps of Hamiltonian
dynamics with step size  using the Leapfrog method. Obtain (q′,p′) and accept this
proposal with Metropolis acceptance probability
min(1, exp(−H(q′,p′) +H(q,p))) = min
(
1,
pi(q′)l(q′|D) exp(p>M−1p/2)
pi(q)l(q|D) exp(p′>M−1p′/2)
)
.
6.2 Derivatives for HMC for the single factor copula model
The derivatives of the log posterior density with respect to the parameters δj′ and wt′ are given
by
d
dδj′
L(δ1:d,w1:T |U1:T,1:d) =
d∑
j=1
T∑
t=1
d
dδj′
ln(cj(utj , vt; θj)) +
d
dδj′
ln(piFC(δ1:d,w1:T ))
=
T∑
t=1
d
dδj′
ln(cj(utj′ , vt; θj′)) +
d
dδj′
ln(piFC(δ1:d,w1:T ))
=
T∑
t=1
d
dθj′
ln(cj(utj′ , vt; θj′))
dθj′
dδj′
+
d
dδj′
ln(piFC(δ1:d,w1:T )),
and
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ddwt′
L(δ1:d,w1:T |U1:T,1:d) =
d∑
j=1
T∑
t=1
d
dwt′
ln(cj(utj , vt; θj)) +
d
dwt′
ln(piFC(δ1:d,w1:T ))
=
d∑
j=1
d
dwt′
ln(cj(ut′j , vt′ ; θj)) +
d
dwt′
ln(piFC(δ1:d,w1:T ))
=
d∑
j=1
d
dvt′
ln(cj(ut′j , vt′ ; θj))
dvt′
dwt′
+
d
dwt′
ln(piFC(δ1:d,w1:T ))
,
The components of the derivative of the log posterior density are derived in the following.
Derivatives of the log prior density
The derivative of the log prior density piu is given by
d
dx
ln(piu(x)) =
d
dx
− 2 ln(1 + exp(−x))− x = 2(1 + exp(x))−1 − 1.
Derivatives of the parameter transformation
We consider derivatives of the parameter transformation, i.e.
dθj′
dδj′
and dvt′dwt′
. In this part we
suppress the indices j′ and t′. We have that
v = (1 + exp(−w))−1,
and the derivative is given by
dv
dw
= (1 + exp(−w))−2 exp(−w).
Now we address the derivative dθdδ . The parameter δ was chosen to be the logit transform
of the corresponding Kendall’s τ and so τ can be written as
τ = (1 + exp(−δ))−1,
with corresponding derivative
dτ
dδ
= (1 + exp(−δ))−2 exp(−δ).
The copula parameter θ is a function of Kendall’s τ (θ = g−1(τ)) and dependent on the copula
family considered we obtain the following derivatives.
• Gauss and Student t copula
θ = sin
(
1
2
piτ
)
dθ
dδ
=
dθ
dτ
dτ
dδ
=
1
2
pi cos
(
1
2
piτ
)
dτ
dδ
=
1
2
pi cos
(
1
2
pi(1 + exp(−δ))−1
)
(1 + exp(−δ))−2 exp(−δ)
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• Clayton copula
θ =
2τ
1− τ
=
2
τ−1 − 1
=
2
1 + exp(−δ)− 1
= 2 exp(δ)
dθ
dδ
= 2 exp(δ)
• Gumbel copula
θ = (1− τ)−1
dθ
dδ
=
dθ
dτ
dτ
dδ
= (1− τ)−2 dτ
dδ
= {1− [1 + exp(−δ)]−1}−2[1 + exp(−δ)]−2 exp(−δ)
= [1 + exp(−δ)− 1]−2 exp(−δ)
= exp(−δ)−2 exp(−δ)
= exp(δ)
Derivatives of log copula densities
For all considered copula families Schepsmeier and Sto¨ber (2014) calculate the derivatives of
the copula density with respect to the copula parameter θj and with respect to the argument
vt. Based on their results the derivatives of the log copula density are easily derived. The
derivatives are also implemented in the R package VineCopula by Schepsmeier et al (2018).
6.3 Prior densities for transformed parameters
The prior densities for µj , φj and σ
2
j in (16) imply the following prior densities for µj , ξj and
ψj .
• We have that µj ∼ N(0, σ2µ). So the prior density for µj is up to a constant given by
piµ(x) ∝ exp
(
− x
2
2σ2µ
)
.
• We have that φj+12 ∼ Beta(a, b). So the density of φj is given by
fφ(x) = fBeta
(
x+ 1
2
)
1
2
.
This implies that the prior density of ξj is
piξ(x) = fφ(F
−1
Z (x))
∣∣∣∣ ddxF−1Z (x)
∣∣∣∣
=
Γ(a+ b)
Γ(a)Γ(b)
(
F−1Z (x) + 1
2
)a−1(
1− F
−1
Z (x) + 1
2
)b−1
1
2
(
1− (F−1Z (x))2
)
.
• We have that σ2j ∼ χ21, i.e.
fσ(x) = 2xfχ21(x
2).
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So the prior density for ψj is given by
piψ(x) = fσ(exp(x)) exp(x)
= 2 exp(x) exp(x)
1√
2Γ( 12 )
exp(−x) exp
(
−exp(2x)
2
)
= 2
1√
2Γ( 12 )
exp(x) exp
(
−exp(2x)
2
)
.
6.4 Derivatives for HMC for the stochastic volatility model
We need to calculate derivatives of the function
L(µj , ξj , ψj , s˜·j |Z, δ,v,m) ∝
T∑
t=1
[
ln
(
c
mj
j
(
Φ
(
Ztj
exp
( stj
2
)) , vt; θmjj
))
+ ln
(
ϕ
(
Ztj
exp
( stj
2
)))− stj
2
]
+ ln(piSV 2(µj , ξj , ψj , s˜·j)),
where ∝ refers to proportionality up to an additive constant. To shorten notation we omit the
index j in the following and consider the function
L2(µ, ξ, ψ, s˜0:T |Z, δ,v,m) =
T∑
t=1
[
ln
(
c
(
Φ
(
Zt
exp
(
st
2
)) , vt; θ))+ ln(ϕ( Zt
exp
(
st
2
)))− st
2
]
+ ln(piSV 2(µ, ξ, ψ, s˜0:T )).
We define
Ω(s1:T ) =
T∑
t=1
(
ln
(
c
(
Φ
(
Zt
exp
(
st
2
)) , vt; θ))+ ln(ϕ( Zt
exp
(
st
2
)))− st
2
)
,
and the derivatives can be expressed as
• ddµL2(µ, ξ, ψ, s˜0:T ) = dΩ(s1:T )ds1:T ds1:Tdµ + ddµ ln(piSV 2(µ, ξ, ψ, s˜0:T ))
• ddξL2(µ, ξ, ψ, s˜0:T ) = dΩ(s1:T )ds1:T ds1:Tdφ
dφ
dξ +
d
dξ ln(piSV 2(µ, ξ, ψ, s˜0:T ))
• ddψL2(µ, ξ, ψ, s˜0:T ) = dΩ(s1:T )ds1:T ds1:Tdσ dσdψ + ddψ ln(piSV 2(µ, ξ, ψ, s˜0:T ))
• dds˜0:T L2(µ, ξ, ψ, s˜0:T ) =
dΩ(s1:T )
ds0:T
J + dds˜0:T ln(piSV 2(µ, ξ, ψ, s˜0:T )),
where J ∈ R(T+1)×(T+1) denotes the corresponding Jacobian matrix, i.e. Jtj = dstds˜j . The
derivatives are calculated in the following.
• ddsiΩ(s1:T ) = ddx ln(c(x, vi; θ))
∣∣∣
x=Φ
(
Zi
exp( si2 )
)ϕ
(
Zi
exp( si2 )
)
Zi
exp( si2 )
(− 12 )+ Z
2
i
2 exp(si)
− 12 for i =
1, . . . , T
• We have that s0 = s˜0σ√
1−φ2 + µ, st = s˜tσ + µ+ φ(st−1 − µ), t = 1, . . . , T
and obtain
ds0
dµ = 1
dst
dµ = 1− φ+ φ ddµst−1, t = 1, . . . , T
ds0
dφ = s˜0σ(1− φ2)−
3
2φ dstdφ = st−1 − µ+ φ ddφst−1, t = 1, . . . , T
ds0
dσ =
s˜0√
1−φ2
dst
dσ = s˜t + φ
d
dσ st−1, t = 1, . . . , T
dst
ds˜0
= φt σ√
1−φ2 , t = 0, . . . , T
dst
ds˜j
= φt−jσ1t≥jt = 0, . . . , T, j = 1, . . . T
• dφdξ = 1− F−1(ξ)2, dσdψ = exp(ψ)
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• ddµ ln(piSV 2(µ, ξ, ψ, s˜0:T )) = − µ
2
σ2µ
• ddξ ln(piSV 2(µ, ξ, ψ, s˜0:T )) = (a−1)
(1−F−1Z (ξ)2)
(F−1Z (ξ)+1)
−(b−1)(1+F−1Z (ξ))−2F−1Z (ξ) where a = 5
and b = 1.5 are the parameters of the beta distribution.
• ddψ ln(piSV 2(µ, ξ, ψ, s˜0:T )) = 1− exp(2ψ)
• dds˜0:T ln(piSV 2(µ, ξ, ψ, s˜0:T )) = −s˜0:T
6.5 Results of the simulation study for d = 10
Scenario 2 µ1 µ2 µ3 µ4 µ5 µ6 µ7 µ8 µ9 µ10
MSE 0.0033 0.0031 0.0050 0.0097 0.0560 0.0031 0.0036 0.0068 0.0121 0.0629
C.I. 90% 0.88 0.90 0.93 0.90 0.92 0.88 0.83 0.87 0.90 0.86
C.I. 95% 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.98 0.96 0.93 0.92 0.94 0.89
ESS 779 499 616 695 465 781 548 555 659 457
φ1 φ2 φ3 φ4 φ5 φ6 φ7 φ8 φ9 φ10
MSE 0.0462 0.0239 0.0038 0.0009 0.0003 0.0321 0.0340 0.0035 0.0010 0.0003
C.I. 90% 0.98 0.95 0.83 0.90 0.81 0.98 0.96 0.90 0.92 0.82
C.I. 95% 0.98 0.98 0.89 0.96 0.92 1.00 0.99 0.92 0.97 0.92
ESS 480 385 362 402 319 478 412 369 393 325
σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 σ5 σ6 σ7 σ8 σ9 σ10
MSE 0.0082 0.0047 0.0028 0.0018 0.0026 0.0068 0.0053 0.0028 0.0018 0.0027
C.I. 90% 0.95 0.97 0.85 0.89 0.81 0.96 0.98 0.91 0.93 0.84
C.I. 95% 0.97 0.99 0.95 0.96 0.89 0.98 0.99 0.96 0.96 0.90
ESS 283 297 298 300 242 288 317 295 295 236
τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 τ5 τ6 τ7 τ8 τ9 τ10
MSE 0.0112 0.0195 0.0305 0.0440 0.0590 0.0112 0.0195 0.0309 0.0435 0.0590
C.I. 90% 0.78 0.85 0.77 0.74 0.78 0.79 0.79 0.81 0.77 0.76
C.I. 95% 0.83 0.85 0.84 0.80 0.82 0.82 0.87 0.84 0.81 0.80
ESS 520 474 279 261 181 498 459 275 253 164
s300,1 s300,2 s300,3 s300,4 s300,5 s300,6 s300,7 s300,8 s300,9 s300,10
MSE 0.0815 0.0915 0.1839 0.1536 0.2546 0.0877 0.0941 0.1639 0.1711 0.2437
C.I. 90% 0.86 0.84 0.92 0.91 0.87 0.85 0.83 0.92 0.91 0.90
C.I. 95% 0.91 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.92 0.96 0.96 0.94
ESS 1073 1074 1043 1007 620 1087 1100 1010 999 628
v100 v200 v500 v800 v900
MSE 0.0269 0.0263 0.0190 0.0157 0.0146
C.I. 90% 0.82 0.91 0.82 0.90 0.85
C.I. 95% 0.88 0.93 0.85 0.95 0.90
ESS 393 406 395 405 406
Table 9: MSE estimated using the posterior mode, observed coverage probability of the credible
intervals (C.I.) and effective samples size calculated from 2000 posterior draws for selected
parameters (Scenario 2).
m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7 m8 m9 m10
94% 89% 92% 93% 78% 91% 88% 91% 91% 81%
Table 10: Proportion of how often the correct copula family was selected. The selected copula
family is the posterior mode estimate of mj for j = 1, . . . , 10 (Scenario 2).
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